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Cloud Video Interop



Large existing VTC investments
Organizations with existing VTCs want to continue using 
them - and the market is growing at 6% CAGR

Geographically distributed
These organizations operate over many locations and 
time zones

Stringent IT requirements
Large enterprises have comprehensive and strict IT 
requirements and policies for data privacy and ownership

More than 

of Fortune 500 companies 
use VTC systems

90%



Data ownership
Growing demand and need for protecting user and call 
data and statistics

Adaptable and flexible workflows
Introducing new features need to fit existing 
workflows

Centralised IT control
Need for centralised configuration, control and 
ownership across worldwide locations

The enterprise challenge:  
Bring Microsoft Teams to 
VTC users while meeting  
regulatory compliance 
requirements



Enterprise-grade VTC 
interop

IT department trust Simple migration path Accelerates customer 
journey to cloud

Enables anyone to join 
Teams meetings using VTCs 
and non-Microsoft systems

Pexip Infinity for Teams

Addresses organizations’ 
concern about control and 
data ownership

Microsoft Teams and Skype 
for Business capabilities in 
a single platform

Flexible deployment 
options removes barriers to 
moving users to cloud



Enterprise-grade VTC interoperability

Pexip Infinity enables any video conferencing system 
to join Microsoft Teams meetings

It maintains native user experience for both VTC and 
Microsoft Teams participants

It allows authenticated VTC participants to join as 
trusted participants without additional user 
interaction



IT department trust

Thanks to Pexip deployment model, customer 
maintains ownership of sensitive data including call 
logs and meeting details

Designed following modern IT fundamentals, Infinity
is a distributed system that scales according to usage 
and customer specific geography

Pexip can run in Azure Government or in a dedicated 
Azure cloud tenant, leaving IT in full control of access 
rights, upgrade plans, network and more



Accelerating migration to Microsoft Teams

Infinity can work simultaneously with both Skype for 
Business and Microsoft Teams

Users can be enabled to use both platforms or 
migrated from one platform to the other at 
organization’s own pace

A single management interface and platform for every 
interoperability requirement 



Journey to the cloud

Pexip Infinity can be dropped in place of the legacy 
infrastructure, replacing the many independently 
configured systems with a single application

Migrate to Infinity - and to the cloud - at your own 
pace, while retaining full ownership



Testimonials

The amazing thing about using Pexip CVI is 
that all your video conferencing data is in 
your private environment - a protected 
environment with the possibility to 
connect to the outside world.

Eric Hartsink, CEO, Communicativ



Pexip was founded in 2012 with the desire to overcome the 
high financial and technical barriers to using video 
communications. 

The founders fundamentally believe in video communications 
and recognized the transition from a hardware to software 
environment - envisioning a workplace where all employees 
could use the technology. 

Pexip is an independent and privately owned vendor 
headquartered in Oslo, Norway, with main offices in London, 
New York and Sydney.

In 2018, Pexip was named Cool Vendor by Gartner.



For more information, visit 
pexip.com/teams
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